
The hospitality industry is notably divided into two silos — independent hotels providing a boutique 

offering and big chain hotels with locations spread across the globe. As guest expectations and 

hospitality technology continue to evolve to create a more competitive landscape, the question 

becomes: how can independent hotels best compete with the big chains?

There are a number of areas in which independent hotels can thrive, but perhaps the most pivotal 

tool to leverage rests in the palm of our hands – the MOBILE guest journey. 

These 3 strategies can help independent hotels utilize mobile offerings to drive increased 
guest satisfaction, boost retention and maximize revenue in a way that levels the playing field 
between boutique properties and large hotel chains. 

Global Provider of Mobile Key Services for Hotels

How Independent Hotels  
Can Leverage Mobile  

to Compete with the Big Chains



Using Mobile to Enhance the Guest Journey
Large chain hotels are known for consistency  
(with various locations under the same brand 
promises) but with that consistency comes a sense 
of uniformity that may not resonate with the modern 
guest. Independents now have an opportunity to 
leverage mobile technology to elevate the overall 
guest experience and fight off the threat of  
big-budget brands. 

Zaplox GO is the quickest, easiest way to  
launch a mobile guest journey with check in, 
mobile keys and check out, regardless of what 
PMS you run.  
 
 

 

Guests can access all services from one convenient 
app and staff is freed up to engage with guests.  
For hotels looking for a fully integrated solution, 
Zaplox Premium offers the same custom branded 
app but with PMS and lock integration. Both SaaS 
solutions are available on all platforms and will 
eliminate the traditional hassle of front desk lines and 
check in delays, replace or co-exist with all current 
key card technologies, enable notifications and 
ratings, customized promotions, as well as bookings 
right from their mobile device.

Internally, mobile technology has streamlined the 
hotel staff roles, empowering employees through 
access to guest data, access to user statistics, 
marketing and communication tools. In short, for 
independents out to vanquish their competitors, 
mobile technology is key to a winning hand.
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Create a Seamless On-Property Experience

It’s no secret, today’s guests are demanding a mobile 
experience. With their mobile device (whether a 
phone or tablet) acting as their most important 
travel accessory, guests expect to remain connected 
wherever they are. This translates to increased 
demand for mobile hotel apps, check in/check out, 
concierge, keyless entry, self-service kiosks, mobile 
offers and so much more. 

With this in mind, it’s more important than ever 
before for independent hotels to satisfy modern 
guest demands.  Fortunately, technology, 
especially mobile, has come a long way in giving 
hoteliers more opportunities to optimize the 
guest stay – driving new standards of memorable 
experiences and resetting the competitive bar at 
the same time.

PRE-ARRIVAL Promote hotel offers, make arrival 
arrangements and communicate hotel info to make a great 
impression before your guests walks through the front door.

MOBILE CHECK IN Say goodbye to front desk lines with the 
addition of seamless mobile check in.

MOBILE KEYS Issue guests’ keys directly to their mobile 
device, for instant and more secure access to their room.

OFFERS & UPSELL Send insight-driven push notifications to 
promote upgrades, ancillary services and mobile concierge 
services.

MOBILE CHECK OUT End each stay on a positive note, with 
a mobile check out process including folio review and secure 
payment options.

POST-STAY Great service never checks-out. Gain valuable 
feedback with mobile guest surveys and invite improve guest 
loyalty inviting guests to come back.
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Utilize Data to Personalize Communications
Independent hotels may find themselves intimidated 
by the larger marketing budgets associated with 
chains — and yet, the provision of an exceptional 
guest experience can compete in its price category 
regardless of any marketing budget. Service has 
surged ahead of marketing as we operate in a  
guest-centric time in which online reviews and  
social networks allow prospective guests to  
effective vet their travel options. 

Perhaps one of the most integral aspects of the  
path to guest personalization is the way in which  
a hotel communicates with its guests. Zaplox GO  
and Zaplox Premium are ideal solutions for 
independent hotels to engage with their  
guests in a more genuine, personalized manner.   

With the intuitive admin panel and offer 
management portal, hotels can easily deliver data-
based promotions that act as revenue-generating 
opportunities. From room upgrades to services and 
real-time text messaging and notifications, every 
interaction can be tailored based on each guest’s 
unique needs.

The investment of mobile guest journey 
technology will not only garner continued loyalty 
and positive feedback but will help separate small 
hotel properties from large-scale hotel chains, in a 
significant (and profitable) way. 
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Zaplox: Easy, Keyless, Mobile, Smart
Zaplox helps hotels create a world-class mobile guest journey including check in, mobile keys and 
check out with payment and promotions.  No matter the size of your independent hotel, we provide 
a range of customized solutions to fit your current and future needs. 

Explore our unique solutions for every need and budget.

zaplox.com
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ZAPLOX GO
Get a swift start to launch a mobile 
guest journey with check in, mobile 

keys and check out regardless of 
what PMS you run.

ZAPLOX Premium
Everything your hotel needs for 
a mobile guest journey with one 
seamless, custom branded app 
integrated with PMS and locks.

ZAPLOX SDK
Add check in/out, mobile 

keys, payment and promotions 
capabilities to your existing app 
with PMS and lock integration.

ZAPLOX Traveler  
Zaplox Traveler is an easy and quick way for hotels 
to offer a mobile guest journey without having their 

own unique hotel app.

ZAPLOX Virtual or Mobile Kiosk 
An alternative way for hotels to offer mobile  

check in, check out with RFID, magstripe or mobile 
keys in web or app format.


